Rebooting IT: Why financial institutions need a new technology model

Old IT models are unlikely to deliver the competitive edge that banks, insurers and wealth management firms need from technology. Most will need a complete reboot if they want to emerge as digital leaders.
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Customer expectations for banks, wealth management companies and insurers are on the rise. In 2013, more than half of consumer bank interactions around the world took place through online or mobile channels, according to Bain & Company customer surveys. Include ATMs and the share of electronic, digital interactions exceeds 85% today and could hit 95% by 2020.

Technology is at the heart of this transformation, and with the right capabilities financial firms can compete against nimble, technologically sophisticated start-ups that are reimagining ways to serve customers’ financial needs. Executives see the opportunity to deliver differentiated customer experiences and “wow” moments—like the ability to deposit checks with a mobile phone camera, remote bill pay or even basic transactions delivered through a good mobile app. And this trend accelerates for younger customers: 39% of those over the age of 45 considered the quality of a mobile app when switching banks, but 58% of those younger than 45 took it into account.

However, in most financial institutions, significant gaps exist between the business’s aspirations and what they can realistically accomplish. Executives demand greater speed and agility, but their IT departments are unable to deliver, resulting in frustrations and mutual distrust. The C-suite demands for faster, cheaper, better grow louder as the IT function has become slow, expensive and, in some extreme instances, paralyzed. Many factors contribute to this immobilization, including rapidly increasing volumes of business and regulatory demands, a growing need to support complex business processes and products, inflexible legacy systems architectures, onerous internal processes and talent limitations.

We believe this problem is larger than IT; it is a strategic business challenge as well as a great opportunity. Technology executives now have a platform and an environment in which company leadership is keen to listen and support IT initiatives. Business executives will need to work with IT more closely than ever before, supporting technology recommendations and gaining a clear understanding of the challenges and opportunities that technology affords. Working together, they can move quickly to bring their banks, insurance companies and other financial institutions forward into the rapidly evolving digital age.

**A new digital IT operating model**

In our view, the frustrations expressed by business and IT executives are largely due to a mismatch between the business’s expectations about how to consistently and rapidly deliver superior digital customer experiences and IT’s inability to fulfill these expectations. Financial institutions did not design their current IT operating models to deliver daily functionality updates or allow change to be an ongoing theme in development. The current model was designed to deliver stability, predictability, risk mitigation and efficiency—and most banks have delivered on those design principles.

From our work with banks, insurers and wealth management companies facing this challenge, we find that many need to “reboot” their technology organizations. The transformation required—to the business, technology and organizational culture—is so great that it demands leaders challenge traditional assumptions about the ways IT and the business work together. As executives move through this critical transformation toward their goal of becoming digital leaders, an interesting thing happens: They begin to think, hire, collaborate and operate more like technology companies.

As executives move through this critical transformation toward their goal of becoming digital leaders, an interesting thing happens: They begin to think, hire, collaborate and operate more like technology companies.

What does this transformation aim to achieve? Some say it’s all about enabling speed. While speed is critical, we think that oversimplifies the challenge. As guardians of
customers’ financial security, financial services companies must maintain client trust in their brands, which is the foundation of their customer relationship. Toward that end, IT leaders must worry about cybersecurity capabilities to counter increasingly sophisticated threats. They must be able to provide anytime-anywhere access while continuing to meet regulatory demands. They have to do all of this and construct a scalable and intelligent environment that delivers on mobile, Web, social and advanced analytic considerations. IT leaders aren’t getting a free pass on these other priorities.

So how can IT functions respond to this challenge? Large financial institutions do not have the luxury of throwing out everything and starting fresh, nor can they achieve what they want through minor tweaks. In our view, very few financial services companies have made significant progress in meeting technology challenges and most need a full-scale IT operating model transformation. However, our research indicates that emerging leaders are differentiating themselves from the competition and are already capturing benefits (see sidebar). These leaders:

- Make twice as many digital sales (as a percentage of total sales);
- See revenue growth rates three times as high as the industry average;
- Feel 60% more confident they will be able to reach the desired future state;
- Are 70% more likely to meet customer needs through technology;
- Manage costs by avoiding non-critical projects, optimizing outsourcing, retiring legacy systems and adopting cloud-based infrastructure.

These emerging leaders recognize the importance of technology and, rather than chasing fads, make thoughtful changes to their technology operating model (see Figure 1). They understand the value inherent in legacy systems but also have a plan to move forward to gain the benefits of more flexible architecture. Most crucial, they believe a cultural change is necessary within their organizations to improve the ways that business and technology work together.

**Priorities and alignment.** The new operating model used by leaders relies on a detailed, multiyear view of the technology roadmap, guided by the institution’s digital and non-digital strategic priorities. The model should strengthen the organization’s existing demand-management processes, ensuring that projects and investments align directly with priorities.

Perhaps most challenging of all, this new model requires a closer, more nimble working relationship between the business and technology groups, transitioning from a long-term project development mindset to a flexible model that releases new products quickly, absorbs customer and frontline feedback, and improves and re-releases products—a constantly moving target that is difficult for competitors to emulate. At one global financial institution, leaders of the investment banking and trading operation transformed the way IT and the business units work together by involving business leaders in technical design stages and organizing small, highly committed joint teams. This setup provided full alignment and visibility for both sides, lowered costs and decreased cycle times.

Prioritization is also critical to ensure that management and the broader organization are rowing together and not distracted by non-critical or redundant initiatives. One leading European bank was able to stop about 40% of projects after identifying them as non-critical, which released capacity and funding for more important digital projects and architectural enhancement.

**Delivery capabilities.** The new operating model places a premium on speed, agility and the ability to develop new products and services quickly and efficiently. The trend is toward nimble delivery models that largely move from traditional waterfall approaches to Agile wherever possible and iterative for most other development. Many companies struggle with this transition because their governance and audit processes are tuned to executing large programs. To deliver functionality in bite-sized chunks, the current need is to adopt a “fit for purpose”
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**Figure 1:** Five dimensions of the digital technology operating model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IT operating model dimensions</th>
<th>What good looks like</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Priorities and alignment**                  | *Multiyear view of technology investments*  
*Clarity on where IT must be world class vs. good enough*  
*Clear prioritization on IT initiatives, resources and spending:*  
✓ Strategic and differentiation projects  
✓ Foundational investments  
✓ Meeting regulatory requirements  
✓ Continuous improvement initiatives  
*Flexibility and ability to work with ambiguity*  
*Joint accountability and risk sharing*  
*Greater mutual understanding of each other’s domains* |
| **Delivery capabilities**                     | *Increased throughput, speed, resiliency and repeatability*  
*Accelerated adoption of Agile development models*  
*Selective migration to a product model from the project model*  
*Governance to ensure consistency of efforts across the stack and ongoing reduction in technical debt* |
| **Operations capabilities**                   | *Enable a continuous delivery pipeline by leveraging cloud-based provisioning and development environments*  
*Adopt DevOps practices to enable frequent, speedy deployment through automation and standardization*  
*Capabilities that protect from cyber-security threats and comply with regulatory needs* |
| **Organization**                              | *Organizational structure designed to meet digital business needs and appropriately integrate or separates roles and responsibilities*  
*Shared services where appropriate to capture cost benefits*  
*Clarity on decision rights for key decisions*  
*Seat at the table for IT at all levels*  
*Refine talent model (add business-enabled IT talent and IT-enabled business talent; hire/train for new skills)*  
*Identify and partner with new breed of vendors with niche digital skill sets (e.g., analytics, mobile, other apps)* |
| **Applications**                              | *Front-end, mid-tier and back-end systems that enable delivery of digital (online, mobile, social), omnichannel capabilities and straight-through paperless processing via automation*  
*Flexible and modular architecture* |
| **Data**                                      | *Single view of the customer*  
*Ability to deliver everyday analytics and advanced analytics*  
*Integrated data layer* |
| **Infrastructure**                            | *Fully virtualized infrastructure*  
*Hybrid cloud capabilities (public, private, virtual private)*  
*Automated testing and standardization of environments*  
*Software-defined data center* |
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and runs projects with mixed teams of eight to 10 people from IT and business.

In addition to flexible and rapid development, companies are increasingly adopting scalable, cloud-based development environments to reduce cycle times for provisioning, development and testing. For example, one leading US bank has adopted a platform-as-a-service model for more than 2,000 .NET applications, clipping two months off the average provisioning time and doubling utilization of the development environment. Other financial institutions are selectively adopting a product model for software development that mimics the approach many consumer Internet companies employ. They assign responsibility for some aspect of a Web service, for

Traits of a digital leader

Some financial service companies are beginning to separate from the pack (see figure below). From these companies, we begin to see best practices emerging. Bain & Company recently conducted primary research with 40 financial services companies and found that emerging leaders are taking thoughtful actions across many IT operating model dimensions.

Current state of laggards

- Ad hoc interaction
- Full IT control
- Sequential large project model
- Waterfall model
- Nonmodular/complex
- Proprietary/legacy
- Slow to adapt
- Subpar order taker
- Averse to risk

Current state of emerging leaders

- Partner closely
- Full business control
- Agile/DevOps
- Modular, flexible architecture
- Single view of the customer
- Quick to adapt
- Thought leader
- Allow experimentation, have higher risk tolerance

Desired state of emerging leaders

For one leading financial institution in North America, the right solution was to institutionalize Agile development across the business, reducing time-to-market for new products and services by 70%. The company now has several thousand people trained in Agile practices and runs projects with mixed teams of eight to 10 people from IT and business.

In addition to flexible and rapid development, companies are increasingly adopting scalable, cloud-based development environments to reduce cycle times for provisioning, development and testing. For example, one leading US bank has adopted a platform-as-a-service model for more than 2,000 .NET applications, clipping two months off the average provisioning time and doubling utilization of the development environment. Other financial institutions are selectively adopting a product model for software development that mimics the approach many consumer Internet companies employ. They assign responsibility for some aspect of a Web service, for
example, to an ongoing team. The team receives direction not in specific functionality but instead in business outcome (for example, increased cross-sell); the team is then free to pursue the outcome through trial and experimentation.

**Operations capabilities.** Rapid, iterative software development is not enough to reduce cycle time and improve agility. Companies also need to seamlessly integrate development and operations via automation, standardization and transparent resource allocation. Many infrastructure leaders tell us that they want to get out of their developers’ way by creating self-provisioned, rapidly scalable and automated development and test capabilities for a manageable number of environments. Just like developers, they are tired of technology proliferation, version-control issues and long wait times for hardware and software setup. A continuous delivery pipeline built on a cloud environment and managed using DevOps practices can dramatically shorten delivery cycle times, reduce manual errors and decrease costs. Capabilities like automated testing and on-demand service catalogs now allow developers to spin up environments and rapidly develop and test new functionality.

This model must also increase focus on security and risk management, a facet of digital operations that has risen to the top levels of executive and board scrutiny. No senior executive aware of the past year’s data breaches—and the consequences in the management suite—can afford to ignore data security. (See the Bain Brief “Why cybersecurity is a strategic issue.”)

**Organization.** At the organizational level, the new operating model redefines roles and responsibilities around digital models rather than the often outmoded pattern of aligning with technology domains. This helps clarify decision rights and accountability—considerations that are more important than ever, as an increasing number of products and services cross functional lines, creating the risk of poor transparency and weak accountability.

Digital initiatives require IT experts who deeply understand customers’ needs as well as business executives who grasp what technology can do. In other words, companies need more business-enabled talent within IT and more IT-enabled talent within the business. Current IT staff will need to learn new skills, and new expertise will need to be brought in from the outside. Companies must evolve their labor-sourcing models to identify partners who can contribute to design, in contrast with today’s IT sourcing model, which typically defines a spec for a contractor or outsourcing firm to deliver against.

Many companies debate whether they need a two-track operating model to deliver on digital priorities. Our research indicates that about two-thirds of emerging leaders have adopted some type of two-track system (separate organization, separate systems or both) and closely manage the interdependencies. We also see companies that resist this idea, but it need not become a source of conflict. If IT isn’t prepared to deliver on basic digital priorities, there may be a strong case for a second track. However, the model should be set up with clear guidelines on responsibilities, funding and duration to avoid driving up costs and creating a schism of winners and losers within IT.

Financial companies are also harnessing mergers and acquisitions (M&As) and partnerships to access the talent they need. A global bank has investments in many start-ups across 40 countries and in a venture capital fund active in 10 countries. The message is clear: Landing the right skills and mindset for digital innovation may require access to nontraditional sources.

**Technology.** Most banks and insurance companies run their businesses on complex IT architectures that have been modified and patched to help their systems keep up with business demands. Starting fresh is rarely an option, but most financial institutions will need to update and adapt their IT architectures over the next few years to make them more modular and flexible—an essential action for providing the rapid responses necessary to succeed in the digital era. Our research suggests that although 62% of companies lack the modular and flexible architectures needed to succeed in digital, only 8% have committed to a complete core systems replacement.

We believe that most financial institutions will need to replace or transform their IT architecture over the next 10 years or so. This challenge is daunting, but there are
thoughtful approaches to reduce the risks. Best practices we see include:

- Adopting a pace-layered approach in which IT builds a scalable and flexible middle tier, separating its systems of record from its systems of engagement with a focus on creating a single view of the customer and enabling straight-through processing;

- Retiring or consolidating legacy systems wherever possible;

- Moving non-mainframe workloads and new development to cloud-based models.

Across the financial industry, we’re seeing a range of innovative approaches to reduce cost and complexity and increase speed and flexibility. A leading global insurance company on a drive to double its business is implementing a multi-tenant architecture while reducing its legacy footprint from 11 distinct stacks to a single, well-architected and modular stack. A leading European bank is transforming its IT architecture from fixed, coded processes to more flexible ones, from application-oriented to service-oriented methods and from high-variety to industrialized, low-cost architectures. In India, a leading bank built a single customer view by leveraging a CRM solution. A British bank has built a platform that enables a single view of the customer, captures client documentation digitally at the point of interaction and secures biometric data when customers open accounts. Regardless of the approach, these architecture transformations are multiyear projects and must be very carefully planned and managed.

Another important trend is the shift in infrastructure toward hybrid cloud architectures and software-defined data centers (SDDCs) to reduce cycle times, increase resiliency and reduce costs. Hybrid designs might include an on-premise private cloud for performance and risk-sensitive workloads, vendor-hosted virtual private clouds for “bursty” workloads and public clouds for generic, low-risk workloads. Financial institutions are also eyeing the cloud as a way of delivering services, and IT vendors are beginning to commercialize enterprise-grade cloud capabilities that deliver security, control and performance agreements at levels demanded by the financial industry. One global financial institution with insurance, wealth management and banking businesses expects to reduce infrastructure and software delivery costs by 15% to 20% by adopting hybrid cloud technology. At least one North American bank has also said it wants to transform the way it manages resources from the data center to the desktop using hybrid cloud and SDDC technologies.

Once executives have identified the elements that need to change, they can begin the transformation program, which starts with an assessment of their current capabilities.

Rebooting the organization

Transformations at this scale don’t come easily. Financial institutions should not think of this as an IT project—rather, the whole organization has to work together to develop an integrated technology roadmap for a new era of digital customer engagement. Only with the focused attention of senior executives from IT and the rest of the business can companies set the right strategic goals and define the appropriate organizational models to reach them.

Executives can think of rebooting IT as a journey that comprises four phases. The first step is acknowledging the starting point and aligning the C-suite with a sense of urgency about the opportunity at hand.

Acknowledgment involves:

- Changing the mindset within the C-suite so that technology is a top priority;
Alignment involves:

- Defining the critical business capabilities needed to meet customer needs and then assessing the business’s ability to deliver against these critical business capabilities;
- Conducting a diagnostic on the company’s technology and operating model to understand the extent of change necessary.

As the organization aligns strategic and tactical directions, the third step is to clearly define and activate the transformation initiatives. This type of transformation can be analogous to changing the tires on a car while it’s moving down the freeway. In this case, it’s more like changing the entire engine too. The way to begin activation is with bite-sized changes to the operating model.

**Figure 2:** At banks that are leaders in the digital realm, senior leaders have a strong focus on digital initiatives

![Figure 2](image-url)
Bain’s work with financial organizations—helping them make decisions about their goals and the ways to achieve them—suggests that it takes from six months to a year to build the organizational momentum behind a transformation of this magnitude, depending on the organization and its appetite for change. It not uncommon to have false starts, and some organizations have two or more before momentum builds and change begins to turn the organization. All things considered, executives should expect that it will take three to five years to complete the transformation.

The challenge of the first months lies in building support, and the goal of the remaining period is to maintain that focus and make change sustainable. Senior leadership must maintain its commitment to the transformation, but just as important is endorsement at all levels of the organization. A sponsorship spine—a chain of committed and accountable sponsors that runs across the organization from the front line to the management suite—can help ensure sustained attention to the effort.

Finally, it’s important to remember that change is ultimately about human emotion—not about tools or technology. The people who work in an organization must believe they are getting full information, understand how the change affects them and feel they are being treated fairly—even when changes are difficult. They must feel that after all is said and done, the goal—a thriving financial institution that meets and exceeds the requirements of its customers—is worth the journey.
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